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In the cost of livestock products, 65-70% of the costs are from feed and there is still the problem of shortage of feed 
protein. As protein additives, fodder yeast is used then the proportion of protein in the cells of which can be up to 

2/3 of the dry mass, of which 10% is assigned to essential amino acids. Saccharomyces cerevisiae active yeast does 
not belong to the normal microflora of the gastrointestinal tract of ruminants, but they have a pronounced ability to 
normalize the acidity level of the rumen and stimulate cellulose degradation, reducing the likelihood of acidosis and 
increasing energy extraction from voluminous diet rations and it is believed that the yeast in the composition of feed 
additives are not sensitive to antibiotics and can be used simultaneously with them, preventing dysbacteriosis. The 
task of this work was to study the effect of antibiotics on S. cerevisiae strain CNCM I – 1077 of cattle feed additive 
for cattle Lewisel SC Titan Plus. Recorded the number of colonies on Saburo agar with the addition of antibiotics 
Enroflon, Florfenicol, Kvinocyclinum, Pulmokit, Soladoxy 500, Solamox, Sulteprim, Tilmipul, Tilmozin, (relative 
to the control, in percent). It can be seen that the preparations Enroflon, Pulmokit, Solamox, Sulteprim, Tilmozin 
inhibited the growth of yeast colonies, and Enroflon and Tilmozin reduced the number of colonies of S. cerevisiae 
by 22 and 36%, respectively. Interestingly, Florfenicol and Kvinocyclinum increased the number of yeast colonies by 
14%, and Tilmipul - by 27%. Therefore, with the ineffectiveness of tetracycline antibiotics Soladoxy 500, Solamox, 
Sulteprim, which are neutral to S. cerevisiae, it is recommended to use Tilmipul macrolide or amphenicol Florfenicol, 
or fluoroquinolone Kvinocyclinum. Thus, when veterinary preparations were added to the nutrient medium it was 
found that the number of S. cerevisiae colonies Pulmokit and Soladoxy antibiotics did not change.
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